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Surviving Camp Analog isn’t the ONLY Shocklosers adventure.Their channel keeps them
busy with plenty of fun and misadventures. But at the end of the day, they’re just a group
of friends doing their best, growing up and staying true to each other. Learn more about
the gang and their other adventures, including some coming soon from Super Science
Showcase!

Ryan is the Shocklosers’ fearless leader. He’s driven and a little
opinionated - but usually helps keep the team on the righteous
path.

Caleb is a true original. He’s also smart.You know, because there’s
always a smart one. Wait a minute...

Thomas is sarcastic, sure, but he’s also dependable, honest, and full
of courage.

Madison is new to the team, and her sheltered upbringing offers a
whole new perspective to the others.

Bennett is the wacky tag along little brother of the gang. The others can’t really tell what goes on in his head, but it’s probably more
fun than everyone else’s!
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Walt is a conundrum. He’s usually a little cooler than the rest
of the gang, but then at times he can get so excitable he gets
skin-crawlingly lame. He’s popular, wattcha gonna do?

Blake might look big and tough and mean, but he’s more thoughtful
than that. He’s also really into therapeutic crystals for some reason.

Levi is more than meets the eye. Though sometimes a loner, and
always aloof, Levi is still a good and loyal friend to the rest of the
gang.

Their Adventures
8T H G R A D E
T H E S H O C K L O S E R S A N D T H E W AT E R S L I D E T O N OW H E R E

In the Shocklosers first adventure, an overnight camping trip turns into a mysterious inner tube ride down an
apparent endless water slide. But is all what it seems? Check out this exciting adventure in The Shocklosers
Stories junior novel!

T H E S H O C K L O S E R S S U RV IV E T H E S A NT A S L A M M E R

Ryan just isn’t in the mood for his school’s Christmas festival this year, and his anti-Christmas behavior has
landed him in the “Santa Slammer.” This is all much to the chagrin of his old friend Thomas, who must defend him in a festive mock trial. If they lose, it’s detention for Ryan for the rest of the festival. Can Thomas
pull out a miracle? Check out this story in The Shocklosers Stories junior novel!
T H E S H O C K L O S E R S SW I N G F O R T H E F E N C E S

After Caleb is invited to the gang’s baseball game to make a video for their channel,
he uses math and the laws of motion to help them try and hit a home run. Check
out the Shocklosers first movie adventure in Super Science Showcase: Season Zero
& Super Science Showcase: The Movie!
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9T H G R A D E
T H E S H O C K L O S E R S M A K E A M O N ST E R M OV I E

After the gang sets out to make a monster movie for their channel, the other Shocklosers start to suspect
that Caleb is getting a little carried away. Can he finish the film before driving the rest of the gang to their
breaking point? Check out this story later in this very magazine, and in The Shocklosers Stories junior novel!

T H E S H O C K L O S E R S S A B OT A G E

While the Shocklosers prepare to make history at a local rocketry competition, a sudden change in fortune
leads them to suspecting sabotage: and what’s worse, they suspect Walt of being the saboteur! Check out this
story in The Shocklosers Stories junor novel!

T H E S H O C K L O S E R S I N S U RV IV I N G C A M P A N A L O G

After an online prank goes wrong, the Shocklosers are shipped off to Camp
Analog: a summer camp designed to rehabilitate destructive tech habits. But
is there something more sinister going on beneath its surface? Check out the
Shocklosers first full-length feature film, NOW STREAMING!
10 T H G R A D E
T H E S H O C K L O S E R S O DY S S EY

Much to Caleb’s annoyance, the gang gets assigned an intense school project
on Homer’s The Odyssey. The project is the last thing in the world the gang
wants to do, and they procrastinate accordingly. But is there another reason
they’re wasting time? Check out this fun web series, streaming early Fall 2022!
AND COMING SOON
Even more Shocklosers adventures are on their way, in films, books and more from Super Science
Showcase! Check out some pics from the upcoming adventures!
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Read the Shocklosers stories set BEFORE

Available everywhere books are sold online
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The Making of

Making Surviving Camp Analog was just like going to camp! The shoot lasted 10 days in the
hot Alabama summer, and was filmed on location at a real-life Girl Scout camp nestled on
gorgeous Lake Guntersville.
The Cast - or the actors in the film - as well as the Crew - all the hard working personnel
behind the scenes - stayed together overnight at the camp.They shared bunk houses and barracks just like the campers in the film! Thankfully, while the cameras weren’t rolling, the Cast
and Crew were allowed to use their phones. In fact, no offense Director Suggs, but it’s hard to
imagine the production being able to function at all without them!
Many of the actors had already worked together for a previous Shocklosers film, The Shocklosers Swing for the Fences. However, the creators knew more characters would be needed
to tell this film’s story, and several months before cameras were set to roll, additional actors
were auditioned and cast. Among them was Piper Collins, making her film debut, as Alpha
Camper turned Shockloser-to-Be Madison.
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There were many memorable days on the shoot!
The young actors especially enjoyed shooting some
of their favorite scenes in the movie - the scene
where Thomas and Caleb bicker with Zaine for a
canoe; the fight in the Mess Hall; sneaking into the
broadcast booth; and of course, the finale at the fire
circle - were all as much fun to film as they are to
watch!
Movie shoots usually take longer than 10 days.
However, Surviving Camp Analog did not have a gargantuan budget, so scenes were shot as efficiently as
possible with a multitasking crew. When a movie is
filmed, scenes are usually not shot in the order that
you see them - they are shot in an order that makes
the most sense for the logistics of filming them.
Therefore, the work of crew members like Gwena
Sims, the producer; Markus Matei, the Assistant
Director; and Ryan Sims, the Director of Photography and camera man, were vital to ensuring the
film’s strict shooting schedule could be maintained.
Even on a small shoot like Surviving Camp Analog,
there are lots of different people who work behind
the scenes! In the Camera Dept, which helped
Ryan with setting up and moving the camera and all
its accessories, First Assistant Camera Joey Brown,
Grip/Gaffer Howard Rochelle, and the many Camera Dept Production Assistants made sure the
camera gear was always fully functioning and ready
to go!
The Design Dept was also essential in filling up
the screen with the right looks and colors. Production Designer Jessica Rigsby had the gargantuan
task of turning the real camp into Camp Analog,
along with her assistants Alicia Cole and Sailor Letson. Faith Meier, the Costume Supervisor, made sure Brittany Bodley’s iconic costume
choices (like the Camp Analog shirts) were on the
right actors.And Hair & Make-up Artist Jackie Hadwin ensured they were all ready for their close ups!
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And of course, you wouldn’t be able to hear the movie without the Sound Dept! Engineer
Scott Lancaster, and Boom Microphone Operator Kennedy Pope, made sure every syllable of the film’s dialog was captured.
Once a film has been shot, there’s still much work to do! The film has to be edited, polished,
cleaned up, and music must be added! For the music, veteran, award-winning composer David
James Nielsen - who is the lead composer on all of Super Science Showcase’s major films
- created a wonderfully compelling and memorable, classical-style score. To make it stand out
even more, the entire musical score was recorded by a REAL orchestra - a definite rarity for
a small budget film. But this attention to detail adds so much to so many key moments in the
movie.
When it was all over, the Cast and Crew did indeed survive making Surviving Camp Analog, and
it remains a memorable summer for all who were involved. We hope your summer is made all
the more memorable by the seeing the movie!
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M A K E A M O N ST E R M OV I E
EXT. POND - DAY

BLOOD creeps out from bog-like depths as the opening titles read

BYRON WILBORN
AND HIS PROPERTY LINE

A CALEB APPLEBEE FILM

SMASH CUT TO:
EXT. PASTURE - DAY

BOOTS stomp harshly over the neglected overgrowth
of a lonely pasture. They’re big boots, armyissue, laced taught to mid-shin, where jeans
tightly tucked escape their asphyxiating grasp.
The jeans’ run up is short, however, interrupted
by a potbelly waist that protrudes over them; this
bulbous gut stretches out the green and white
plaid cotton shirt that swallows it. Finally,
jutting out from the shirt’s broken, twisted
collar is the hard face of the culmination of
these disparate parts-- BYRON WILBORN. Age?
50’s. Balding. Thick beard and angry eyes--
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“Caleb, the beard won’t stay on.”
Ryan, who is really a 14-year-old fresh-faced kid barely wider than Slenderman, struggles
with the scratchy stage makeup his friend Bennett has just given him. The young actor rests a
prop shotgun between his legs (once a toy, with its regulation orange cap shaved and painted
to match the black barrel), freeing his hands to grapple with the fake beard. The rest of his
costume fits the script’s description close enough, if not for an obvious pillow protrusion—
supposedly his gut—that sticks out awkwardly beneath his plaid trappings like an underage
Santa Claus.
Bennett, who is supposed to be handling the costumes, the props AND the snacks for
this entire film shoot, is handling none of them, instead preoccupied with pacifying the two
nearby quarter horses who really own this pasture with a bag of Granny Smith apples, whose
“ferocious” jaws he fills with one apple after another.
With Thomas still back at the house helping Walt ready for the next scene, Caleb is stuck
with these two. The tall, too-smart-for-his-own-good director looks up from his cheap
camcorder, adjusts his cheap tripod, and surveys his friend’s cheap makeup and costume.
“Did you put on the spirit gum first?” he asks.
“Spirit gum?” Ryan asks back.
“Hey! If we feed it to my uncle’s horses, we can make them talk like Mr. Ed!” Bennett offers
excitedly.
“Mr. Ed?” replies Ryan with another question.
“Ahhh!” shrieks Caleb, stopping the volley. “It’s not chewing gum. It’s just sticky stuff.” He
looks over the wayward wad of stage hair.
“Exactly how necessary is this, Caleb?” bats Ryan.
“Very. It’s an important part of Byron’s character. See, he’s a hard man who hides behind
things—like his property rights, his ignorance—his beard is just an expression of that.”
Ryan looks at his friend dumbfounded.
“It’s a metaphor.”
Ryan rolls his eyes. “Caleb. No offense, but, you sure you aren’t getting a little carried away
with this? The plan was to make a so-bad-it’s-good monster movie, not the next Shape of
Water.”
“It can be both, Ryan. Trust me. We can have fun and still have something to say.”
Ryan shrugs, not quite convinced. Caleb has only made a bigger mess of the beard. “Come
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on, Bennett. This is supposed to be your job!”
Bennett nods, pats the horse nearest him, and steps towards his friends—before sharply
freezing amidst disapproving snorts from the apple-crazed animals. They crowd around him
either side, and he watches helplessly as they maul the rest of the apples directly from the bag.
“Um…” Bennett stammers.
“Throw the bag!” commands Ryan.
“Oh yeah!”
Bennett aims high and hurls high… but not very far, and the three boys have to scramble,
suddenly dodging bomb-diving green apples. As the sky clears, the horses amble to and begin
to eat up the mess, gorging themselves—right in the middle of the shot Caleb had been
staging for the last half hour. He glares directorially at Ryan and Bennett.
“I’m just going to move the camera.”
EXT. PASTURE - DAY

Byron walks, shotgun in hand, through the partly-tamed wilderness, surveying
his property for anything that doesn’t belong-- litter, footprints,
critters-- when: SQUISH!

Byron lifts his left boot, and sees he’s stepped in something smelly.
BYRON
BLAST IT! Ya Mutts! I’ll get
ya, ya hear me?!
He shakes his shotgun angrily.

EXT. CAMPSITE - DAY

Byron walks onto the remains of an abandoned camp site. Empty soda cans
and other trash are strewn about around a shallow hole in the ground,
full of ashes.
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Byron kneels, irate, examines the mess and shakes his head, uneasy. From
his back pocket, he removes a candy bar, takes a tense bite, and chows
down, but it does little to calm him.
BYRON
Blasted kids... knew I shoulda
checked out here Saturday... Kids
are always out here Saturdays...
This ain’t no blasted public
campgrounds, ya hear me!
EXT. PASTURE - DAY

Byron walks some more, looking for more and more and more and more signs
of vandals and transgressions and--

“Caleb, I thought this was a monster movie.”
“Okay, I CUT Ryan. Since you’ve decided NOW is the time to talk about the script.”
“I’m just saying. All I’m doing is walking and talking to myself. Where’s the monster?”
“Don’t you get it? You’re the monster!”
Ryan just glares at his friend.
“I thought Walt was the monster.”
“I’m talking metaphor here, man.”
“Ladies and gentlemen—” It’s Thomas—curly haired, short, but bounding with sarcastic
energy—beside a towel draped figure, burdened with slumped shoulders of shame. On a
normal day, this was Walt—slightly tanner, a little cooler than the rest of this friends. On a
normal day.
“All right!” cheers Caleb, “let’s see it!”
“Yes. Let’s see this,” echoes Ryan, but more sinister.
“I’m not taking off the towel!” Walt protests.
“Walt, honey,” mockingly coos Thomas, “don’t be shy. You were a lot of work.”
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“You can’t make me do this!”
“The time to say no was hours ago,” warns Caleb, “we’re on a schedule here, man.”
“Fine!”
With a yank, Walt reveals the grotesque wad of cheap Halloween make-up, cardboard
and spray-painted newspaper he’s become—the pond monster. Over his face, a crudely
glued mask with bulbous black eyes made from split ping pong balls; a sharp nose and
lumpy “skin”, painted to match Walt’s own complexion (at least close enough to pass on a
cheap camcorder); a bald cap; globs of fake blood; and mock gills attached to his neck.
The rest of Walt’s “costume” has very little makeup—or anything else for that matter. All
he wears is a poorly dyed pair of tighty-whities that matched his skin about as well as the
mask, and nothing else. That’s right. Caleb’s pond monster is half-papier-mâché, half-naked
teenager.
“Wow!” exclaims Caleb.
“WOW,” echoes Ryan, but in a more sympathetic tone, one Bennett shares with his silence.
“It turned out great, huh?” says Thomas, glowing, “took long enough, but we got a muck
monster.”
“Great work—let’s go ahead and do his reveal scene!” Caleb is ecstatic. “Walt, let’s get you
placed in the pond—follow me!”
“Who said that?” Walt bobs his head, looking for the sound.
“I did,” says Caleb.
“Who?”
Caleb looks at Thomas quizzically, who won’t look him back in the eye. “I couldn’t figure
out how to hide the eye holes.”
“So I can’t see a thing,” Walt admits.
The four whose sight was not sacrificed for greater artistic expression share unnerved
glances. Caleb just shrugs.
“Should be all right. I don’t think you need to be able to see to do the scene.”

The friends restage at a pond near the center of the pasture, which is not nearly

as bog-like as Caleb had envisioned, but he is, as always, undeterred. With Thomas and
Bennett’s help, Walt hobbles himself to the near edge of the water and kneels in a thicket of
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cattails and weeds, complaining and swatting wildly at unseen bugs both real and imaginary.
The weeds might itch his poor friend, but they serve Caleb’s purposes—they tell the audience
this is indeed a pond monster (and not simply a pasture monster, which Caleb insists would
look quite different); they keep the creature shrouded in mystery; and let’s face it, they help
hide the tighty-whities.
“Okay, this is the discovery scene—so Ryan, let’s get you right in front of me—we’re going
to shoot over your shoulder. Walt, you doing all right down there?”
“Screw you, Caleb.”
“Awesome! Hold tight!”
EXT. POND - DAY

Byron cautiously approaches the edge of the pond, gun ready, curious of
overheard sounds. There he sees an injured, humanoid fish-like creature,
curled up on the bank. Byron raises his gun. He thinks it’s a man.
BYRON
Alright… out, now!
The creature looks up at Byron, and suddenly SCREECHES. It’s a shrill,
bellowing shriek, inhuman and agonizing. But Byron doesn’t seem to notice
anything strange about it.
BYRON
I don’t want to hear it, now, let’s go!
This here’s private property!
The creature motions its claw-like hands to the bleeding gills on its
neck. It reaches out to Byron, as if pleading for help. But Byron stands
firm.

BYRON
I said let’s go!
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CRUNCH!
It’s as if the sound resonates across the entire pasture. Caleb flicks off his headphones, looks
up from his camera’s viewfinder, annoyed.
“CUT! Bennett—this is a take, man!”
Bennett eyes the bitten apple in his hand, one he’d just taken from a new bag.
“Oh. Duh. Sorry.”
“Okay. Let’s take it back. Ryan, we’ll start with Byron saying ‘I said let’s go!’”
“Word.”
“Caleb, hurry it up man,” complains Walt, “there’s stuff crawling all over me!”
“Cool—use it man!” Caleb continues, “and all right, Ryan, ready? ACTION!”
Ryan, now Byron, steps towards Walt, now pond monster. He motions his gun at the
helpless creature.
“I said let’s go!”
“CUT!!! I said this is a take, Bennett!”
“Hey, I didn’t do anything!”
Caleb glares at Bennett, then listens more closely to his headphones, hands placed on either
side.
“I hear something—wait. It’s a rumbling?”
“A rumbling?” Thomas asks. The others look around.
“What’s going on?” Walt protests, “what the crap guys?! HELLO?!”
Ryan sees something. “Um. Caleb.”
“Shh-shh-shh. I think, it’s—”
The boys suddenly realize it’s not a rumble. It’s a GALLOP.
“HORSES!” shouts Caleb, “full speed charge!”
And they’re charging right at them. Ryan, Thomas and Caleb scurry towards the tree line
behind the near side of the pond.
“Look out everyone!” warns Ryan as he hustles.
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“Guys! Guys!” Walt is in a panic.
“You’ll be fine dude, you’ll—” Thomas begins, hectic breaths, then, “AAAHHH!!”
“AAAAAHHHHHH!!!!” echoes Walt.
“Play dead man! Play dead!” Thomas can only shout.
Bennett, frozen in panic, looks at the new bag of apples in his hand, “They want the apples!”
“Then give ‘em the apples!” commands Ryan.
Bennett drops them and clambers over with the rest of his clustering friends—all but
Walt—just escaping the hysterical charge. Walt, all alone, dares not move—instead, he takes
Thomas’ advice, buries his head into his chest and curls into a fetal position.
Finding the apples, the horses slow their charge and take to eating the scattered bag. No
one moves.
“Guys! Guys, are you going to help me?!” Walt is still in hysterics.
“Hang in there, Walt,” Caleb assures, “once the horses are gone, we’ll head over—”
“OKAY THAT’S IT!”
Walt abruptly stands, rips off the mask, the bald cap, the cheap make-up.
“I’m done! You said this was a MONSTER movie, Caleb—you know, where I get to rip
off limbs and eat people and destroy downtown Tokyo! But then you gotta go and make it
all arty and dumb and I’m in my freaking underwear just so I can like die and be pathetic
and—this is ridiculous man! Why can’t you be normal!?”
He throws the mask at Caleb and the rest of them, then swivels back fearlessly past the
horses, up the brush from the pond. In stride, he snags one of the few apples that’s left and
with a single wipe across his bare chest, takes a bite, hard, as if to threaten his friends with
his wildness.
“But Walt, we’re almost finished here man!” Caleb protests.
“Someone else can be your monster.” Walt punctuates the last word with air quotes, then
with a glare, continues off.
“Ryan’s playing the monster,” Caleb mumbles to himself.
“No, I’m Byron.”
“I said metaphorically.”
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Another moment and Walt is gone. Caleb, Ryan, Thomas and Bennett exchange glances.
“Well,” starts Thomas, “what are we gonna do now?”
Caleb kneels, picks up the mask. He looks at Thomas.
“Wait a minute. No-no-no-no-no.”
Caleb just smiles.
After his own transformation, Thomas settles blindly in the cattails and weeds awaiting
his monster movie debut. The mask, damaged somewhat during Walt’s tirade, is bent and
tattered and crooked, but still enough intact for the scene. Paler and shorter than the original
muck monster, the clashing shades of the mask and a different pair of tighty-whiteys are
more obvious, but at this point it’s of little concern to the indomitable director.
“Okay, we’ll start it back from the top, Ryan,” Caleb directs. Ryan nods, readies his prop
gun. Thomas, meanwhile, gyrates his upper body as Walt did, but not quite as gracefully. It’s
more abrupt and jerky, less deliberate.
“Okay, ready Thomas?”
“Wait a minute—there’s something buzzing around me.”
“Sounds good man, use it!” says Caleb, “alright, ACTION!”
Ryan takes a step forward. “All right… Out, now!”
“AAAAAHHHHH!!!!!” Thomas screams bloody murder.
“CUT!” Caleb considers a moment. “I like the energy, Thomas, but it really should be more
a shriek than a scream.”
“No, you idiot, something STUNG me!”
Thomas, as mad as the previous muck monster, rips off the mask and looks at the wound
on his shoulder.
“For crying out loud!” complains Thomas. Caleb sighs.
“Bennett, get the first aid kit so we can get back to shooting—”
“Are you serious right now?” Thomas is incensed.
“Yeah. Thomas, we’ll get you taken care of and get everything shot—”
“That’s it. Now I QUIT!” Thomas hurls the mask at Caleb. “Never again, Caleb. Never
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doing you a favor again! And you know what else—Walt was RIGHT. This isn’t an awesome
terrible movie. This is just LAME.”
“But what about the scene?”
It’s too late, Thomas is gone. Ryan slides over, furrows his brow. He nods to Bennett, who
is elbow deep—possibly stuck—in a Pringles can.
“Think he’ll do?” Ryan asks. Caleb considers. The pair stare him down. Bennett feels it. He
looks up, arm still buried.
“What?”
“Okay, Bennett, you read the script, right? You know what to do?”
Bennett nods—in the wrong direction—but it counts. Caleb leads him into proper position,
does his best to straighten the decaying mask that likely can’t stand any more abrupt departures
of cast members. Bennett looks about as silly and mismatched and odd and cheap as Thomas
did, but with one important distinction—Bennett has no shame.
“All right, back to first positions everyone. Bennett—I think we should have done this the
whole time—you’re a natural!”
Bennett smiles and offers a thumbs-up—behind, and to the pond—but it still counts.
“Okay, Ryan—ACTION!”
Ryan, again Byron, approaches, gun in hand.
“All right.... Out now—”
He stops abruptly, jerks a look at Caleb. Caleb also suddenly looks back at him.
Bennett doesn’t mind, he’s frozen, waiting for his cue. Until suddenly ruffled—
“Sorry—did you finish the line?” he asks, “it’s hard to hear!”
“Um, Bennett,” begins Ryan.
“Do you have… allergies?” finishes Caleb.
Because Bennett’s entire neck, chest and back are swollen in a vibrant red rash.
“Hey guys, is it just me, or is it itchy down here all of a sudden!?”
Caleb just slaps his forehead.
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He knew, eventually, this is how it was going to be. This is his story, and if he wants to

tell it, and tell it the way he wants to, it’s going to have to be HIM in his tighty-whities
flailing mad blind on the banks of the bog. Everyone else just wanted to remake Troll 2,
or Plan Nine from Outer Space, or something, somehow, much worse. But not Caleb. He’s
convinced they could have it both ways—say something that’s both dumb and meaningful,
fun and thoughtful. And if no one else could see it, he’d make it without them.
“Okay, how’s the frame look?” Caleb asks Ryan, in the wrong direction.
“How should I know. You told me not to leave my mark.”
“Well, now I’m telling you to check the frame!” Caleb flails his arms wildly, like a mad
Muppet. Ryan shrugs, kicks into the grass to mark his place, then ambles to the camera.
“It’s okay,” he assures, “actually, no—go like two feet back.”
“What?”
“Take like two steps back, there you go, closer to the—”
SPLASH! Almost instantly, Caleb crashes, back first, into the pond. Ryan chuckles. A
little too easy. It would have been funnier if Caleb wasn’t such an easy target.
“Oh, I love it, having me start in the water is a great idea!” Caleb exasperates. Ryan shakes
his head, now finding the whole prank completely humorless.
“I think we’re ready—” Ryan stops, suddenly, as three figures—armed—move deliberately
towards them. Young men hungry for revenge.
“What?” Caleb probes, “something the matter? Are the horses back?”
Walt, who leads the charge, pats the oversized barrel of his air-powered paintball gun and
holds a finger to his lips at Ryan. Ryan doesn’t move.
“Hello?! Ryan? Ryan, did you leave—”
“We’re all good, Caleb.” Ryan gulps, then steps back into position.
“Let’s wait ‘til he’s out in the open,” Walt whispers to his conspirators, Thomas and Bennett,
“we don’t want him diving in the water for cover.” Thomas nods with a mischievous smirk.
Bennett—who, admittedly, seems to just be along for the ride—also smiles, but not quite as
sadistically.
“I’m ready Caleb,” Ryan calls.
“All right—ACTION!”
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EXT. POND - DAY

Byron steps closer to the creature.

BYRON
I said let’s go!

The creature continues to screech and languish. It reaches out to Byron;
Byron stands firm.

The creature, realizing this beast of a man has no plans-- nor means-to help it, turns back towards the pond, to return whence it came. Byron
flinches-- he can’t let this trespasser get away that easily.
BYRON
You’ll listen to me when I’m
talking to you!
Byron charges. He grabs the creature’s feet and aggressively yanks it
away from the pond. He drags the creature, now screeching and struggling
more desperate than ever. Byron does not waiver.
BYRON
Aww, stop your whinin’! This
here is private property! You’re
lucky I ain’t doin’ worse!
The creature tries to kick free its feet; claw at Byron’s hands; hold
onto weeds, grass, the very ground-- nothing stops Byron. He drags. And
drags. And drags.
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The creature tries to scream; without water, it’s suffocating. It grasps
at its throat, at its bleeding gills.

And falls limp. It stops struggling.

Which finally stops Byron, who looks back at the creature.
BYRON
Ya ready to act like you got
sense now, boy-Byron sees that the creature’s black eyes have glazed over. He kneels
and examines at its twisted facial features, seeing its inhumanity for
the first time.

BYRON
Boy...?

Byron considers. He removes the candy bar from his back pocket. He takes
a long, deep, calculating bite. Still chewing, he thinks aloud.
BYRON
You was some kinda… some
kinda miracle, weren’t you...
Somethin’... No one else has
ever seen...
He considers an even longer moment. Then a proud, dead cold smile creeps
across his harsh face.

BYRON
And you was on MY property!
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Ryan rounds out the scene, still in character, chuckling eerily over his supernatural find,
either unaware or unconcerned that his actions had led to the poor creature’s demise.
He only cares that this monster has happened past his property line—and that that little
technicality made this creature, in his mind, just as much his as everything else. And what
a special thing to own.
Walt, Thomas and even Bennett are stunned by the scene. Maybe it’s because none of
them had actually read the script; or maybe it’s because they never could’ve expected
their weirdo friend to make a cheap monster movie with such heart and striking human
commentary—but all three of them, in their own way, are touched, disturbed, and engaged.
Maybe they don’t quite understand what it is Caleb wants to say with this strange little
monster movie—but they are moved.
“Oh,” remarks Thomas, a eureka moment, “RYAN’S the monster. Get it?”
Walt and Bennett nod, lost in similar consideration.
Caleb—intrigued by the unexpected notices—sits up and peeks out from under the mask.
Ryan looks to him approvingly, smiles sincerely. “It’s a metaphor. I get it. Nice, Caleb.”
Caleb then spots the trio of armed former cast members, and is both perplexed and
unnerved. “Guys? What are you doing out here?”
“That was pretty awesome, man,” Thomas offers.
“Yeah,” agrees Walt, “good job.”
Caleb looks at their paintball guns cautiously. “Um, thanks.”
Walt jostles his. “So, you done?”
“We need to get close ups.”
“Cool,” says Walt. He locks and loads. “We can wait.”
They let him finish. And they enjoy watching.
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camp commando
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activities & more

What are Radio Waves?
By Steph, Super Science Showcase Staff

Who knows what secrets lurk at the heart of the radio spectrum? Well, we do!
Radio Waves are naturally occurring electromagnetic radiation. Like other types of
electromagnetic radiation in the electromagnetic spectrum (infrared rays, X-Rays,
Ultraviolet Rays, Gamma Rays—even Visible Light!), radio waves are waves of an
electromagnetic field that propagate through space, carrying radiant electromagnetic
energy. While that might sound hard to visualize, imagine you’re on a beach,
watching the waves on the ocean, moving in repeating peaks and valleys. This is
exactly how radio waves (and other waves of electromagnetic radiation) move, though
they are invisible to the naked eye. Radio waves are differentiated from other types
of EM waves based on their size—in fact, they have the longest wavelengths of any
wave on the electromagnetic spectrum. Some can even be as tall as a building!
Radio waves were first theorized in the 1870s by Scottish physicist James Clerk
Maxwell, who developed a unified theory of electromagnetism. In 1886, a German
physicist named Heinrech Hertz used Maxwell’s theories to develop simple tools he
then used to transmit and receive the world’s first controlled radio waves!
It would still take a couple of decades before radio waves
would be used for long range communication. In 1901, an Italian
engineer and inventor named Guglielmo Marconi was able
to transmit the first transatlantic (across the Atlantic Ocean)
radio signal—a simple “s” in Morse code—proving that radio
waves could indeed be used to transmit information across great
distances.
Marconi was far from the only innovator working with radio
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waves at this time. Following Maxwell and Hertz, British physicist Oliver Lodge and
Indian physicist Jagadish Chandra Bose both made significant contributions to the
study of electromagnetic waves, and in 1898 Serbian-American inventor Nikola Tesla
(pictured) developed a boat he controlled via radio waves, which he even showcased in
New York City that same year. In 1900, the Canadian inventor Reginald Fessenden
sent the first audio via radio waves, and in 1906, was the first to successfully make a
public wireless broadcast.
To transmit controlled radio waves, two parts are required—a transmitter and
a receiver. Transmitters use electricity to generate an electromagnetic field, which
radiates out from its antenna in every direction, carrying with it radio waves. When
these waves hit a receiver, such as the radio in your grandpa’s car, it creates an electrical
current in what is essentially a reversal of the process used by the transmitter. In this
way, information can be carried by radio waves from one to the other. While we usually
think of radio as only sound, radio waves can carry many other forms of information,
including the signals for broadcast TV channels and cellular phones—including 3G,4G
and 5G data signals!
The band of frequencies in the electromagnetic spectrum used by radio waves
is called the radio spectrum. This range—1 Hertz (a unit of measurement named
for Heinrech Hertz) to 3000 Gigahertz—are all the frequencies available for radio
wave transmission—and while that might seem like a lot of frequencies, it’s still a
finite resource, and the rules for transmitting over these frequencies is dictated by
international and domestic authorities. Some frequencies are reserved for use by
cell phone towers, for instance, some for television broadcasts, some for emergency
communications, and so on.
Radio might seem like old-fashioned technology today, but the innovation of
transmitting and receiving controlled radio waves is still influencing new technologies.
Again, cell phone innovators were able to use the discoveries of radio pioneers to
revolutionize modern communication, and radio waves still offer countless uses for
direct, long range communication. Who knows where we’d be if their important
discovery—and the innovative technologies that followed—had never happened.
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at-home super science
WITH MISCHIEF MARIE
A fun way to explore how sound waves work at home is to make your very own tin can
phone! Let’s explore how to make one with household items, and what the science is behind how it works.
WHAT YOU NEED
• String of Yarn
• 2x Empty Cans
• Hammer & Nail
QUICK HACK! Use a string of yarn between 2 and 6 feet in length. For
cans, metal soup cans are best; you
can also substitute with plastic cups.
STEPS
PUNCH HOLES
The first step is to punch holes in the bottom of the cans with the
hammer and nail.
Position the nail in the center of the bottom of the can, then
hammer the top of the nail until a hole is punctured in the can.
SAFETY FIRST! You may need help from a parent, guardian or
teacher for this step.
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SETUP THE STRING OF YARN
Once you have holes in both of the cans, you’ll then need to run one end
of the string of yarn through the hole in one can, and then tie a knot inside
it so that the string can not pass back out through the hole. Once you’ve attached one end of the yarn to one can, repeat this step for the other can.
NOW YOU’RE READY TO USE IT
You’ll need a partner to help you with this experiment. Give one of the cans to your
partner, and you take the other. Then, spread out so that the string is pulled very taught.
Have your partner place their ear to their can—while you speak into yours. They’ll be
able to hear your voice! Then put your ear to your can, and have them talk back to you!
HOW DOES IT WORK?
When you talk, you create sound waves, which vibrate the air in front of you (if you want
to test this, just try talking into your hand and see if you can feel the vibrations!) These
sound wave vibrations are passed from the can you are speaking into, through the string
of yarn, to the other can, which the sound waves then vibrate in the same way—effectively
transporting your voice from one to the other! This experiment is a great way to understand how sound waves work, and how they can be interrupted. For instance, if you let the
string go loose and try to talk into your can, it won’t work. But why? It’s because the sound
waves would not be able to move the vibrations from your voice to the can at the other end.
Thankfully you don’t need a taught straight line to operate a modern smartphone—if
you even use yours as a phone at all, that is!
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did you know?
HARD TO BELIEVE SCIENCE FACTS WITH CALEB

• Magnets always have two poles, even if you cut them in half.
• Your spit contains a painkiller 6 times more powerful than
morphine, called opiorphin.
• In your life, your skin will replace itself completely about 900
times.
• Lobsters communicate by peeing at each other.
• Termites groom each other.
• Your eyes use 65% of your brain power.
• Water can boil and freeze at the same time.
• Hippos can run faster than humans.
• Dinosaurs had feathers.
• Dead bodies can still get goosebumps.
• Potatoes have two more chromosomes than you do.
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WHAT’S THE HISTORY OF SOUND RECORDING TECHNOLOGY?
By Adrelton, Super Science Showcase Staff

Sound recording technologies are certainly commonplace today. In your home, you
probably have dozens of devices capable of capturing sound, from your phone, to your
computer, to even your smart fridge. But the idea that sound could even be captured
and recorded at all is a relatively new one, and the first technologies developed for the
purpose didn’t even appear until the 19th Century.
The world’s first known sound recording dates back to 1860, when a French inventor
named Édouard-Léon Scott de Martinville recorded a rendition of one of his favorite
songs on the phonautograph, which he invented. The sound
quality was quite poor—played today it sounds more like a
succession of pitches than someone trying to sing a song—but it
was a landmark accomplishment none-the-less.
By 1877, the first widely used sound recording technology
was invented by Thomas Edison (also the inventor of a little
device called the electric light bulb), a wax cylinder recorder
called a phonograph (pictured, with Edison). The phonograph

is the direct predecessor to the modern record player (a piece of analog tech that has
regained popularity in recent years), and it recorded sound on a strip of thin metal
which wrapped around a cylinder as the recording progressed. Eventually, this coil was
replaced with a flat laying disc, with grooves cut into it which could be translated back
into the recorded sounds by a playback head.
Magnetic recording—or the storage of data on a magnetic medium—was first
demonstrated in 1898 by Danish engineer Valdemar Poulsen. Poulsen developed the
Telegraphone, a wire recorder which used a recording head that induced shifts in a
recorded magnetic field that mimicked the sound it was capturing, which could then be
played back by a playback head capable of reading these changes in the magnetic field.
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This effectively remains how magnetic recording technology functions today, and
it’s a technology that still has many modern uses. Magnetic recording is used in audio
cassette tapes (the modern versions of which were first developed in Germany in the
1930s), on credit cards, and perhaps most commonly nowadays in computer hard
drives!
Most sound today is captured using digital recording technology. Digital audio
recording is similar, in some ways, to analog audio recording, in that, as with those
systems, it requires a microphone to capture the audio. But that’s where the similarities
end—in digital recording systems, the audio captured by the microphone is converted
into a digital file by digital recording software. Captured audio can be encoded into
many different formats (.mp3, .WAV, .AIFF) which can then be played back by many,
many different types of media players on computers and specialized devices widely
available all over the world.
Sound recording has come a long way the last 160 years, maturing from a series of
barely distinguishable pitches to the high fidelity digital audio file of today, and it’s easy
to think we’ve gone as far as we can go with its technological advancements. But technology is always improving—in another 150 years, who knows what the sound recording technologies of the 22nd century will look—or rather sound—like!
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GAME-TIME
WITH STEPH
While the game of Tug-of-War played in Surviving Camp Analog is an unfair one (and
not much fun for Ryan, Thomas and Caleb), Tug-of-War can be a really fun game when
played correctly. Here’s how to play it the right way.
WHAT YOU NEED
• 8 to 12 feet of rope
• Bandana
• Masking Tape
HOW TO SETUP

First step is to prepare the rope. Around the center of the length of rope (it doesn’t have
to be exact, just get close!), tie the bandana in a simple knot.
Next, setup the center dividing line. You’ll need to mark on the grass where the
middle point will be between the two teams. A straight line of Masking Tape is
an easy, non-permanent way to mark this central point. DO NOT use a stick or anything that does not lay flat on the surface, as this could be a tripping hazard.
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NOW YOU’RE SET, HOW TO PLAY
The players divide in equal numbers into two teams. The teams assemble in a straight
line on either side of the center dividing line on the ground, and all players take hold
of the rope. The two teams should be facing each other on opposite sides of the center
dividing line. Either the two foremost players on each team (closest to the center dividing line) count down from 3, or an impartial “judge” does. After “3, 2, 1, Go!” all players
pull backwards at the rope, trying to move the bandana over the center dividing line in
their direction.The game is over when a team successfully pulls the bandana over the
center dividing line.
QUICK HACK! The game can be played with any even number of players, even just 2! If you have
an odd number of players, the extra player can serve as the judge—though be sure to switch this
role out each game so everyone can play!
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HOW DOES A LOCK AND KEY WORK?
By Laika, Super Science Showcase Staff

Even in the age of smart locks, keyless entry and voice activated security systems,
nothing has quite managed to replace the world’s oldest and simplest security
solution—the lock and key. And for good reason—the more complicated a thing
becomes, the more likely it is to fail—and the last thing you want to fail is a lock!
Lock and keys have been around for over 6000 years. Examples of early lock and keys
could be found in ancient Babylon and ancient Egypt, where pin locks—a type of lock
that uses pins of different lengths to prevent it from opening without a properly fitting
key—were made out of wood. While the pin lock concept is still very much in use
today, making them out of wood proved to be a bad idea, as wood is too weak to make
for a trustworthy lock. The warded lock, however, also from ancient times, featured a
metal bolt, and was more reliable. The first entirely metal locks appeared in England
during the 6th Century BC.
Following the Industrial Revolution, keys became more sophisticated, and many of
the locks we’re more familiar with today first appeared. Among them, the lever tumbler
lock, which is a variation on the warded lock, and eventually common house locks such
as pin tumbler locks, spring-bolt locks and dead-bolts.
Dead-bolt locks are especially simple, yet quite resistant to breaking. A key is used to
simply extend or pull back a bolt in the lock into a strike plate on the door frame.
Modern keys feature unique cuts that, when inserted into the correct lock, align to
uniquely positioned pins inside the lock mechanism. This alignment of the key relaxes
the pins and provides clearance for the key to turn, and the lock to be deactivated. If all
of the pins are not aligned perfectly with the key (if the wrong key is inserted into the
lock, for instance), the misaligned pins will prevent the key from turning.
Locksmithing has been a profession for hundreds of years. Locksmiths specialize in
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the art and science of locks and keys, and still play a vital role in the modern world.
If you doubt that, just wait until the next time you accidentally lock your keys inside
your house. Locksmithing is a traditional craft, and benefits from centuries of shared
knowledge and refinement.
Recently, modern innovations have led to the development of digitally enhanced
locks, many of which can function without a traditional key. In these high-tech
systems, digital technology alleviates the need for a physical key by controlling the
lock through a combination of hardware and software. For instance, smart locks have
specialized hardware that can communicate through the internet or a local intranet
network with digital software that can operate it, like an app on your phone.
While these modern innovations are exciting, simple, practical lock and keys still rule
the day, operating with largely the same unchanged principles for centuries. What can
we say, it’s hard to replace a classic!
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word search
WITH madison

suggs
beta
bunkhouse
pepper
canoe
phone

bicentennial
ringer
tape
appalachee
alpha
analog
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quiz
WITH LAIKA
After you’ve seen Surviving Camp Analog and read the REAL SCIENCE articles in this
magazine, you’re ready to test your knowledge with this quiz!
1. Why couldn’t Bennett bunk with the rest of the Shocklosers?
a. He had hives.
b. He was afraid of the dark.
c. His birthday missed the age cut off.
d. He just didn’t want to.
2. Who made the first known recording of sound?
a. Édouard-Léon Scott de Martinville
b. Thomas Edison
c. Nikola Tesla
d. Director Suggs
3. What did Thomas offer Blake in exchange for his help questioning Levi?
a. His rotten banana
b. Caleb’s comics
c. His backpack
d. His smartwatch
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4. How tall can radio waves reach?
a. As tall as the atmosphere
b. As tall as Andre the Giant
c. As tall as a building
d. As tall as the stratosphere
5. In a persuasive speech, what word describes what you’re trying to make the listener agree with?
a. Transitions
b. Body
c. Conclusion
d. Thesis
6. Who was Nikola Tesla?
a. Invented the radio
b. Invented a boat controlled by radio waves
c. Invented the electric car
d. Transmitted the first transatlantic radio signal
7. Which character said “there’s no such thing as free thought”?
a. Ryan
b. Chelsea
c. Counselor Zaine
d. Director Suggs
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8. What was Ryan and Madison’s punishment after they were caught in the broadcast booth?
a. They had to clean the camp’s toilets
b. They had to cook for all the campers
c. They had to call their parents
d. They had to hike 20 miles
9. Which of these did Thomas Edison invent? (you can select more than one)
a. Elecric Light Bulb
b. Phonautograph
c. Magnetic Recording
d. Phonograph
10. Why did Madison say the Alphas wore suspenders?
a. To show “I’m not a stinky Beta”
b. To show “I have nothing to prove to anyone”
c. To show “Old fashioned is good enough for me”
d. To show “Belts chafe me”
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discussion
The conflict at the heart of Surviving Camp Analog is a longstanding one: what’s more
important—protecting a society from hateful speech, or protecting free speech despite
those who would use that protection for hate? Hateful speech can be very distressing to
those it’s aimed at, which matters; but restricting free speech is the first move of dictators, because free speech is arguably the lifeblood of a free, pluralistic society with many
different people who have many different views and who aren’t always going to agree.
The founders of America found it so important, they even enshrined it as the first human right protected by the US Constitution.
But what do you think? Should there be restrictions on free speech, to try and protect
innocent people from being accosted with hate speech? If so, how could these limits be
applied so that they could not be used to repress other types of speech? Or do you think
that restrictions on free speech are too dangerous, and that the best way to deal with
hateful speech is to ignore it? And if so, are there things a government or society can do
to stop hate speech without free speech restrictions?
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Glossary
WITH MERRICK
Antenna interface between radio waves and electrical currents used by
transmitters and receivers.
Bose, Jagadish Chandra (1858-1937) Indian physicist who was an innovator in early radio technology.
Breaking (lock) disabling a lock without a key.

Dead-Bolts bolt engaged by turning a key or knob, not by spring action.
Digital File stored block of information that is available to a computer
program.

Digital Recording Technology method of preserving sound as audio
signals are transformed into a series of pulses that correspond to patterns of binary digits.
Digitally Enhanced Locks (Smart Locks) electronic or battery-operated locks that do not require use of physical keys.

Edison, Thomas (1847-1931) American inventor who developed many
technologies, including the electric light bulb and the phonograph.
Electromagnetic Field field created by speeding up electrical charges.

Electromagnetic Spectrum range of frequencies of electromagnetic radiation.
Fessenden, Reginald (1866-1932) Canadian inventor who was the first
to broadcast audio using radio waves.
Finite something that has limits or bounds.

Frequencies rate at which a vibration occurs that makes up a wave.
Hardware physical components of a computer.

Hertz a unit of frequency in the International System of Units defined
as one cycle per second, named for Heinrech Hertz.

Hertz, Heinrech (1857-1894) German physicist who proved the existence of electromagnetic waves.
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Industrial Revolution a period of new manufacturing processes in Europe and the
United States, from about 1760 to 1840.
Key small piece of shaped metal with incisions cut to a particular lock.

Lever Tumbler Lock lock that uses a set of levers to prevent the bolt from moving
in the lock.
Lock mechanism for keeping a door, etc, fastened.

Locksmithing art and science of making and defeating locks.

Lodge, Oliver (1851-1940) British physicist who was an innovator in early radio
technology.
Magnetic Recording storage of data on a magnetized medium.

Marconi, Guglielmo (1874-1937) Italian inventor who successfully transmitted the
first transatlantic radio signal.

Martinville, Édouard-Léon Scott de (1817-1857) French inventor who invented
the earliest known sound recording device, the phonautoraph, and recorded the first
known sound recorder.
Maxwell, James Clerk (1831-1879) Scottish mathematician and scientist who conceived the classical theory of electromagnetic radiation, the first to describe electricity, magnetism and light as coming from the same phenomenon.
Morse Code a system of representing letters of the alphabet, numerals and punctuation through dots, dashes and spaces.
Phonautograph earliest known device for recording sound.
Phonograph early version of a modern record player.

Pin Locks lock in which pins, arranged by the key, are used instead of tumblers.

Pin Tumbler Locks lock that uses pins of varying lengths to prevent it from opening
without the correct key.

Poulsen, Valdemar (1869-1942) Danish engineer who was an innovator in early radio and sound recording technology.
Radio Spectrum frequencies >3Hz to 3,000 GHz of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Radio Waves type of electromagnetic radiation with the longest wavelengths.

Receiver an electronic device which receives radio waves and converts the information they carry into a usable form.
Software programs and other operating information on a computer.

Sound Recording inscription and recreation of sound waves using technology.
Spring-Bolt Locks lock with a spring-loaded bolt.
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Telegraphone early sound recording device developed by Danish engineer Valdemar
Poulsen.
Tesla, Nikola (1856-1943) Serbian-American inventor who had many innovations, including early radio technology, and contributions to the modern alternating current
electrical supply system.
Transatlantic across the Atlantic Ocean.

Transmitter an electronic device which creates radio waves with an antenna.

Warded Lock lock which uses a set of obstructions to prevent the lock from opening
without the correct key.

ANSWERS
WITH ADRELTON
QUIZ

WORD SEARCH

1. c
2. a
3. d
4. c
5. d
6. b
7. d
8. a
9. a, d
10. c
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